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Ram Gopal Varma Satya 2 ,Trailer, The world, for Ram Gopal Varma, is incomplete without the
underworld, without its merchants of death holding the powers that be to ransom with their
unfettered greed and gumption. So he brings back the underworld to Mumbai in his new film
Satya 2.

It’s 2013. A time when the underworld has been wiped out from the face of Mumbai, with the
erstwhile ganglords now having retired, abjured violence, become government agents or simply
joined politics. But someone new will stoke the fire again in the city’s underbelly, and will rise to
be the new don of Mumbai. His greed knows no limit. He wants to mint Rs. 10,000 crore in 4
days. Will the cops be able to stop him?

Satya 2 introduces a newcomer whose identity is being kept under wraps by Ram Gopal Varma.
The film is a sequel to 1998 film Satya that featured actors like JD Chakravarthy, Urmila
Matondkar, Manoj Bajpayee and Shefali Shah.

Ram Gopal Varma reveals: “Satya 2 is about a guy who comes to Mumbai in 2013 to reinvent
and re-establish a non-existent underworld. The new Satya will be armed with his
understanding of the mistakes made by Dawood Ibrahim, Chhota Rajan, Abu Salem, Chhota
Shakeel and Arun Gawli. The new Satya will also have a knowledge of the modern day policing
methods and will have a vision for newer revenue models for the underworld.”

'Satya 2' is produced under the banner of Mammooth Media Entertainment Pvt Ltd. It is a
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bilingual story to be made in Hindi and Telugu. The Telugu version of the film will feature
Sharwanand in the lead role. The films will release in 2013.
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